Steiner Education
at

Sheidow Park School
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What is Steiner Education?
Steiner Education has its roots in post-World War
1, 1919 Germany where the idealistic philosopher,
Rudolf Steiner, established a school for factory
workers’ children in Stuttgart for the purpose of
educating children in a way that would help
prevent the recurrence of the catastrophic war that
had killed millions.
Simply put, Steiner asserted that this could be
achieved if children had a balanced education of
head, heart and hands. Steiner recognised that
child development unfolded over the course of
childhood in phases of 7 years. Each phase, well
nurtured, becomes the ground upon which the next
can unfold. Educating the whole child means
allowing each phase of development its full expression, its optimum environment and best
nourishment. This is the task of Steiner education.
Since 1919, the movement of Steiner Education has spread over all the continents and now
comprises 1,100 independent schools and 1,700 kindergartens worldwide in 80 countries. As we
approach the centenary of Steiner education, there is an increasing request to have Steiner
curriculum offered in public education schools. In Adelaide there are now 3 State schools that are
offering the Steiner curriculum.
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A Developmental Curriculum
The
Steiner
Curriculum
serves
the
development of the growing child. The quality
of the environment and the curriculum content
and methods all strive to support the child’s
development. In the first 7-year phase, the time
before the beginning of formal learning, the
child is given a warm, language-rich,
rhythmical and home-like environment where
they have abundant time for play.
This time is for developing the will and the body
(still in the process of completing organ growth)
and for learning through doing, through
imitation and imaginative play. In Steiner
education, formal learning does not divert the
innate forces into intellectual pursuits during
this period. Steiner education allows this period
its full capacity as a crucial foundation for the
individual’s whole life.
It is for this reason that parents seeking Steiner
education agree to withhold their children from
beginning Class 1 until the year that they turn
7 years old.
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Primary Years: The Age of Imagination
The second 7-year phase
of life corresponds with
the age when children
begin
their
primary
schooling. The aspect of
child development that
Steiner education seeks
to facilitate in these years
is
the
faculty
of
imagination and artistic
feeling.
Steiner pedagogy meets
this
need
through
a
curriculum that is rich in story, music, colour, poetry and drama. These mediums engender strong
interest, engagement and learning of all the skills and knowledge that need to be learnt. This period
is guided by the class teacher, who stays with the class through the primary years. The child’s heart
forces, feeling and imagination are best supported by the trusting relationship with their teacher over
a period of years.
Teacher and class grow through these years together. Songs, stories, performances, lessons,
camps and excursions; all the cumulative experiences of the class are coherently remembered. The
strongly bonded community of
the
class
becomes
a
community of learning that is
affirming of each individual
and strengthening of the self of
each member.
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The Path to Literacy
It is good for parents enrolling their children in
Steiner to understand from the outset the
Steiner approach to literacy learning. Although
the process of formal learning and introduction
to the alphabet does not begin until the year the
child turns 7, the foundations for literacy are
being laid throughout early childhood and in
Reception. The value in literacy learning of a rich
engagement with oral language cannot be
underestimated.
In Steiner kindergarten, the Reception year and into the primary grades
there is an abundance of oral language enrichment. These experiences
of storytelling, poetry, drama, circle games and song, so imaginatively
engaging and enjoyable, form the vital link to meaningful literacy in all
the years that follow.
The alphabet and phonics are
taught with memorable stories
and artistically so that their
forms and sounds are strongly
learnt by the children. It is
important
for
parents
to
appreciate that literacy, as it is
taught in Steiner education, is not only a functional skill but
builds a faculty in the individual for finding meaning and an
authentic connection to the world.
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Technology
Technology, in Primary Years, consists of hands-on work in an artistic and practical way with a
variety of materials to shape and make aesthetic artefacts. Modelling and craft are key aspects of
the curriculum. Delaying working with digital technologies is no disadvantage. It enables the children
to develop the foundation for working purposefully in the digital sphere with more maturity in High
School years.

Electronic and digital technology is not
introduced in the Steiner Stream until the late
Primary Years as a transitional accommodation
to mainstream high school requirements
(Steiner High Schooling will introduce computer
work in Year 8). Primary students complete all
their work by hand and work with books for
reading material.
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Steiner High Schooling
There are currently no State schools offering Steiner High Schooling in
SA. However, there are 2 independent schools (in Willunga and Mt
Barker) that offer Steiner curriculum to Year 12. The third 7-year phase
of development that corresponds to the high school years is about
thinking through reason, logic, observation and analysis. Steiner
Education does not specialise the High School student; all students
study all subjects of the classical curriculum including the Sciences,
Math’s, Humanities, Arts, Music and Technology.
The
student’s
thinking capacity is awakened and exercised
rigorously by penetrating the conceptual field
of each subject. Because of the strong
emphasis on artistic and aesthetic education
in the Primary Years, the work of the Steiner
High Schoolers continues to reflect beauty

and creative expression even as they
penetrate STEM subjects. A strong pastoral
element with students in each class is
maintained by a continuous relationship with a
guardian teacher (overseeing individual
welfare) through the High School years.

Many student graduates from Steiner Primary
schools progress to State or other private
(non-Steiner) High Schools. Their transition
into mainstream education is successful, and
Steiner graduates generally are recognised for their rounded abilities and capacity for relating
broadly and interestedly to other people as well as
diverse subjects.
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The Steiner Day
“Main Lessons” - Each morning at school.
Throughout Primary and Secondary Steiner schooling, one characteristic feature is that of “Main
Lessons”. The important learning of Literacy, Numeracy and Sciences are introduced in the morning
(2 hour) session each day. The class will focus and dwell with a subject for 3 - 4 weeks. This allows
for the class to enter deeply into the subject, to live with it, to feel its character and atmosphere.
Giving it prime time each day allows for it to be an enriched learning experience for the child.

The Middle Lessons
Between recess (morning tea break) and lunch there are
normally two 45 min lessons. These are given to the practice
of work such as language or Math’s which has been
previously introduced in the main lesson, or music practice
or learning of second languages.
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The Afternoons
Ideally this period of the day is given to craft or handwork,
woodwork, games and sport. It has to be acknowledged,
however, that working within a school with many classes and
limited resources requires accommodations and compromise
to enable a timetable to function. It may be necessary for
Physical Education, for example, to be taught at other times.

Working as a Stream?
As suggested by Steiner’s original deed of initiating the first
Steiner School in the Waldorf Astoria Cigarette Factory for
factory worker’s children, it has always been the intention that
Steiner education be non-elitist nor something exclusively for
the privileged or more wealthy classes of society. Since the
Federal Government in Australia legislated to approve nationally
and internationally recognised curricula to be taught in
Australian schools, the path has opened in some states to allow
parents the choice over the curriculum their child is taught.
Having Steiner and main stream curricula taught in the same
school is a wonderful opportunity for parents and school
communities to grow and diversify. It is stimulating for us as
Steiner teachers to share with and
benefit from experienced and
professional
mainstream
colleagues. The students from the
two streams also benefit from sharing the campus, friendships, whole
school activities such as festivals, and school assemblies. We are
also fortunate that the school leadership is strongly supportive and
encouraging of us, maintaining the integrity and rigor of our
educational method.
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Outdoor Learning Areas
We are very fortunate at Sheidow Park School to have
some beautiful natural outdoor areas for the children to
explore and play with natural materials. We are a Nature
Play SA school, with nature play being valued by teachers
across curriculum streams.
We have majestic gums for climbing, heavy duty logs for
building, rocks for smashing and many little creatures to
find and watch. We are also gifted with a large amount of
visiting bird life, even a recent Tawny Frogmouth sleeping
in a tree in the Junior Primary play area
During a visit from a representative from the
Kaurna community, it was also
discovered that we have a sacred tree on
the school grounds, which we must
respect and protect.
There are big logs for climbing and
balancing, monkey bars for swinging
and, for the older children, wonderful
sporting facilities. There is also a
productive school kitchen garden,
worked and utilised in cooking and
gardening
groups
with
children
throughout the school.
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It Takes a Village ....
The education of the child is the deed primarily of both school and
family. The values and benefits of Steiner education are most
strengthening and health-bringing for the child with consistency of
approach at both home and school. With the increasingly ubiquitous
saturation of society by digital and virtual media, it is a particularly
independent and conscious stand parents may make on behalf of
their growing children to direct their experiences in this formative age
into nature, art and imagination as is the intention and goal of Steiner
education. By honouring the needs of their age and developmental
phases, together we may serve to bring them the holistic human
development that is their birth-right and destiny to manifest.
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Principal
Jennie-Marie Gorman
Class Teachers
Damien Gilroy - Class 6/7
Andrew Bentley - Class 5
Clodia Porteous - Class 4
Linda Waters - Class 3
Jami Kriel – Class 2
Pru Mangos – Class 1
Jess Cameron - Reception

For further information on Steiner Education in Australia.
Please visit the Steiner Education Australia website:
www.steinereducation.edu.au

Sheidow Park School
21-43 Adams Road SHEIDOW PARK SA 5158
www.sheidowps.sa.edu.au
Phone: 08 8381 8911
Email: dl.1537.info@schools.sa.edu.au
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